The CDF experiment at the Fermilab Tevatron has proven to be well suited for precision studies of b physics. Thanks to the excellent performance of the Tevatron Collider and the detector, CDF has accumulated very large data samples and roughly a decade of experience with b physics in@ collisions. With the much higher luminosities expected for the Main Injector era, the next decade promises to be an even more fruitful period for CD)?. Here we offer a brief overview of issues in hadron-collider b physics and a summary of CDF'S accomplishments and future plans.
OVERVIEW
Although b physics was not mentioned in the original 1981 CDF technical design report [1, 2] , several features were incorporated in the CDF design that made precision b physics possible. These included: a large solenoidal magnetic tracking volume; a well segmented electron/photon calorimeter outside of the tracking region; and a relatively thin muon filter that allowed muon detection down to~1.5 GeV/c transverse momentum (~).
While not intended for b physics, these detector capabilities allowed CI)F to study basic features of b production in the first official physics run (so-called "Run O", 1988 (so-called "Run O", -1989 , and to develop strategies for a more sophisticated program of b physics in the second physics run ( '(Run I", 1992 ( '(Run I", -1996 , using a silicon vertex detector [3] . In turn, the experience gained from Run I now provides a baseline for planning the CDF b physics program in the Main Injector era ("Run II" and beyond) [4] , including detector upgrades that will significantly expand on the present CDF capabilities.
The main motivation for pursuing h physics at hadron colliders is well known.
The production cross sections measured at CDF at + =1.8 TeV imply total event yields of 1011BE pairs per fi-l integrated luminosity, much higher than the yields expected for e+e-B-factories.
This rate advantage is significant because once product branching ratios are taken into account, . . almost all interesting B-decay modes are quite rare. For example, for the "sin 2~" mode, B" +~K,,~+ p+p-, Ka +~+r-, the combined branching ratio is 1.7 x 10-5, and the production yie~ds would be 1.4 x 106 events for 1 fb-l at the Tevatron, compared with 500 events for 30 fb-l at ELIBAR(nominal BA.BAR year). Even tbough trigger and event selection cuts on pT and q reduce the geometrical efficiency at CDF to around 1% for this mode, the potential advantage is still rather large.
In addition to high rates, the Tevatron offers other features that are worth noting. First, p~is a CP-symmetric initial state, and so we expect equal rates for B and~hadrons, at least in the centraI region. Second, the pT spectrum for B hadrons scales like the B mass and is significantly harder than that.
for light hadrons.
As a result, the B hadrons are Lorentz-boosted at all ...-vapidities, including the central region where the production rate is highest; at y=O, the average p~(B) is around 3.5 GeV/c. Thus, with pT cuts on the El decays, one can take advantage of the long B lifetime to identify B decays and to exploit the time dependence of mixing and CP violation signatures. Third, the hard pT(B) spectrum is also a useful tool in improving signal to background; whereas BE production makes up N 0.2% of the p~inelastic cross section, at high pT the ratio of b jet to inclusive jet production is measured to be around 2%. Finally, the Tevatron (like LEP) produces all species of b hadrons, including l?,, A~, =~, B=, and l?= and B=" excitations; in this respect, b physics at the Tevatron complements that at the T(4S) 1? factories.
In order to take advantage of the potentially high yields at the Tevatron, efficient trigger schemes are needed. For Runs O and I, CDF relied on single and dilepton triggers to collect very large samples of semileptonic and J/@ decays, with typical trigger thresholds at~N8 GeV/c (single leptons) and at pT -2 GeV/c (di.leptons). From silicon vertex-based analyses, the inclusive J/# sample has a B fraction of z 20%, the remainder coming from prompt sources. Similarly, the inclusive Iepton samples are found to be typically 4070 from B decays, the remainder coming from c? production or fake leptons. Silicon vertex cuts can be used to further improve the 1? sampIe purities, but to start with, the signal to background in these samples is comparable to the b fractions that are produced in e+e-collisions at the T(4S) or the 2°poles
(-20%).
Combining the high purity and large yields for these lepton trigger samples, the CDF Run I data provide the largest single sample of exclusive decays for J/@ modes,~1800 total events in B + I/JKS, #lY+, +K-o, +4, and y5A. CDF also has the largest single sample of quasi-exclusive semi-leptonic decays, N1O,OOO total events in the modes B + l~v.llo, D+, D"+, D., and A=. Figure   1 shows examples of the BO + @Ks and @K'"O and B+ + y5K+ signals from Run 1. Figure 2 shows reconstructed charm peaks from semileptonic B* and Z?+ decays. These correspond to total samples of order 105 B + J/q!JXand 106 B + l+vX inclusive events. For comparison, typical B* + +Ks yields at LEP are * 8 events per 3.6 million 2°decays [5] , and at CLEO N 46 events per 3.1 fb-l integrated luminosity [6] . Thus, for modes where CD F can exploit an efficient trigger, it is demonstrably possible to take advantage of the very large 6 production cross section in the central region.
While lepton and J/#Jtriggers open up a broad palette of lJphysics, there are at least two further challenges that are not easily met at a hadron collider. The first is flavor tagging-identifying the flavor of a neutral B hadron at birth-needed for mixing and CP violation studies. This can be done by identifying the associated b jet in a b~final state, or by measuring the ch~-ge of the parent~jet that produced the B* or B, ('(self-tagging" or CCsame-side tagging" ). These place demands on the rapidity coverage for tracking and particle identification and on the ability to reject particles from associated gluon jets or underlying event debris. CDF has used both tagging methods to make competitive measurements of B* -B* time-dependent mixing. Using the experience gained in Run I, CDF vdl improve the tagging efficiency in Run H by extending the tracking coverage in q, improving both muon and elect ron coverage, and possibly adding kaon identification by time-of-flight.
The second challenge is to trigger on all-hadronic B decays, such as @ 4 m+x-,~+-x+r-r-, and B. + Dsr, Dslf'. Taking branching ratios into account, a single-lepton trigger (e.g., triggering on~+ 1 zmd then searching for associated B decay to hadrons) would not be a viable way to get adequate statistics. Instead, a silicon-based trigger on secondary vertices, coupled with trigger-level tracking cuts, appears to be a good way to capture large numbers of hadronic B decays, and CDF plans to deploy a silicon vertex trigger in Run H. A key feature that makes this workable in the central region is the~ery small transverse spread of the beam at the interaction point (1P). In Run I the typical beam spot size was &22 microns in both transverse dimensions. Thus, it is not necessary to reconstruct the primary vertex event by event in the trigger, but only to find tracks with large projected impact parameter with respect to the 1P. For forward detectors (LHC-B and BTeV), the task will be more challenging because of the longitudinal spread of the interaction region.
,. Below, we summarize physics topics that CDF has~xamined, including b production, spectroscopy, rare decays, lifetimes, and mixing properties-We then conclude with a brief overview of future plans.
CDF B PHYSICS RESULTS

Run O
The CDF detector, as configured at the start of Run O, is described in Ref. [7] . The most relevant components for 1? physics are the 3-meter-diameter by 3-meter-long central drift chamber, which covered the region Iql < 1.2; the central calorimeter, which featured fine-grained electromagnetic shower detection; and muon chambers located outside the central calorimeter at fi~=~,.
The first physics run in 1988-89 fielded samples of about 1000 J/# -F +', 40,000 inclusive Ieptons, and 900 ep dilepton pairs. The ep sample produced the first CDF publication on b physics, a measurement of~, the species-and time-averaged mixing parameter [8] .
Clear signals were seen for exclusive B hadron production in the modes 13+ + #K+ [9] , BO + +K-O [10] , and B + e+vllo [11] . These had a major impact on CDF'S planning for B physics in Run I. The observed signals . . corresponded to a substantially larger B hadron cross section than predicted by NLO QCD [12] . Likewise, the b quark inclusive cross sections, as determined with inclusive electron [11] , muon [13:, J/~~and~' \14] samples, also indicated higher than expect ed cross sections. In order to extract the b cross section from the charmonium samples, it was assumed that B's were the main source of~' production and that II's and X= + #~were the main sources of J/@ production.
It proved possible to measue the X= contribution, using the excellent CDF calorimeter segmentation to identify the soft photon in X= decay [15, 16] , and thus, by subtraction, infer the b + J/+ contribution. With the assumption that direct J/@ production is negligible, this measurement implied that~60To of J/@'s originate from B decay. The high cross section was good news from an engineering standpoint (i. e., better for a future b physics program), but seemed inconsistent with the older U-41 results at @=630 GeV [17] , and generated considerable interest in the theory community [18] .
Run I
During 1989-1992 major improvements were made to both the Tevatron Collider and the CDF detector. The most important CDF upgrade component was the four-layer silicon vertex detector (SVX), Iocat ed very close (3 to 8 cm radii) to the 1P, yielding typical impact parameter resolutions of 13-1-40/p m :3]. This device quickly resolved the cross section issues raised in Run O. The SVX data allowed model-independent separation of 1? production in B -+ J~+, +', ev~, pvX... from backgrounds such as prompt charmonium production, c~, and misidentified leptons. In particular, it was easy to show that a relatively small fraction (N20Yo) of J/# and~' production comes horn 13 decay [1.9] . .41s0, the fraction of inclusive leptons coming horn 1? decays was somewhat overestimated in the Run O analyses; the SVX measurements allowed precise determinations of the sample composition, including fake rates.
The unexpectedly large cross sections for dh-ect~and #' production are very interesting in their own right [20] , but remain a background in the B physics industry.
Currently all Run I CDF II cross section measurements are based either on the SVX impact parameter data [21] [22] [23] or exclusive reconstruction [24, 25] . Figure 3 shows examples of the exclusive and inclusive cross section measurements, compared with NLO QCD, using M RSDO structure functions. Both the single b quark and B hadron, and the correlated b~cross sections in the central region are consistently 2-3 times higher than the nominal QCD predictions. To check the earlier discrepancy with L'A1 data, CDF interleaved data at fi=O.63
TeV with fi=l.8 TeV at the end of Run I; this permitted a direct comparison of the b cross sections at the two energies with the same apparatus, the same decay channels (inclusive muons), and minimal systematic bias. The ratio of experimental cross sections at the two energies agrees well with NLO QCD expectations [26] ; however, the absolute cross sections (including UA1'S) are systematically higher than the QCD predictions at both energies [27] . Thus, CDF cross section measurements show that the absolute yields and also the probability of finding the second b jet for tagging are favorable for a b physics program in the central region.
In addition to the SVX detector, other improvements to CDF augmented the b physics capability in Run I. First, the trigger strategies were optimized, using the experience gained in Run O. By lowering thresholds, tightening trigger-matching cuts, and extending the muon coverage in q, CDF increased the yield of J/#'s per pb-1 from -230 in Run O to~4500 in Run I. The purity of the single muon triggers was improved using additional absorber with readout chambers at 8&b,; this reduced hadron punch-through backgrounds by a factor of twenty. The inclusive electron trigger purity was improved by matching the shower-maximum detector signal to the electron track [28] . Electron identification was also improved by addition of preshower detectors at IX.. Relativistic rise dE/cZZ information was obtained from the outer 54 layers of the central drift chamber; with N 970 resolution,this gave z 2cr separation between electrons and minimum ionizing particles, and allowed statistical separation of #, K*, and p,~. For slow particles,~d13/dz was available from both the drift chamber and the SVX. Finally, it should be noted that the SVX provides not only precise impact parameter information; by matching tracks to secondary vertices, the SVX also allows clean reconstruction of multiparticle charm and bottom decays, such as Do + K-m+z-~+, which would be otherwise buried in combinatorial background. Overall, the CDF detector improvements in Run I allowed much larger bandwidths for single and ddepton triggers and better B purity than in Run 0.
Properties of b Hadrons
Masses
The acclusive J/# decay modes provide very straightforward signatures to measure 2)hadron masses. The J/# and~' decays themselves provide a builtin calibration for tracking systematic.
V-ith samples of 32 1?, +~q$ and 20 :fb -@A events, CDF measurements dominate the world averages for~ [ 29; and Ab masses [30] . With much higher statistics in Run II, we can look forward to precision mass measurements for a~anety of states using the J/s ample: B., Ab, 26, Eb, B., and strong-decay excitations (B=-, Xi, A;). [6] . A value I'L/r=l would signal a pure CP-even final state; the observed wdue is consistent with an admixture of even and odd partial waves, and a full angular distribution analysis is needed to separate the CP-odd P wave from the C'P-even S and D waves. 'The published CDF result on B, --+ 44, r~/I'= 0.56 A0.21~~~~, is also consistent with an admixture of even and odd waves. The current CD)? results are based on 19 pb-~, and with the full statistics of Run I and eventually Run H, it will be possible to carry out a precise determination of the full angular distribution for both +K"" and +4 modes, similar to the CLEO analysis orI B* + tiK*O [6] .
Branching Ratios and Decay Distributions
Rare Decays CDF has set competitive limits on rare decays involving non-resonant dilepton final states, l?+ + K+p+p-and 13°-K"Op+p-, as well as II" + p+jL-and B. + p+p- [36] . The limits on the first two modes are currently only an order of magnitude above the standard model expectations;
CDF should have large enough dimuon samples in Run II to observe of order 100 or more events in the K+p+p-and K=op+p-modes in Run II loop diagrams and are potentially sensitive to physics model.
Radiative Decays
These decays involve beyond the standard CDF has also done a feasibility study on rare radiative decays. The relative branching ratios for B" + p-y to II" + K-o-y or 13e + K=07 to Z?g +~are proportional to the ratio of CKM matrix elements V~/Vt~, up to hadronic corrections of order unity. CDF implemented a photon-plus-t we-charged-particle trigger for about 23 pb-l integrated luminosity in Run I. Using standard photon identification and isolation cuts, and impact parameter cuts on the charged particles, the preliminary CDF analysis finds l(O) signal candidate events with expected physics signals of 0.95 & 0.51 (0.34 Y 0.18) events in the K-07 (~) channels. Preliminary limits on the B. + @y decay branching ratio are found to be 3.9 x 10-4 at 90% confidence; so far, the only published limit on this mode is 7.0 x 10-4 from DELPHI [37] . A second experimental method is to use photon conversions into e+ e-pairs in place of the photon in these final states.
This would improve the mass resolution and the background rejection, using an electron rather than a photon trigger. The conversion radiator is supplied by the CDF inner detector (about 12% XO in Run II). Combining the conversion efficiency with the product branching ratios, the radiative decay signal, l?" + K-o-y, would be around 370 of the "known" signal B" + K-o+, @ + e+e-, for which CDF expects several 1000's in Run II. CDF already has clean 1? peaks using J/# + e+e-, and has shown the utility of conversion photons with cleanly resolved peaks in x= + @7 [30] .
Search for the B.
The spectroscopy of~c states can best be studied at hadron colliders. The mass of the weakly decaying El= is predicted to be 6.24-6.31 GeV [38] , and its production rate is predicted to be around 4 x 10-3 relative to the 13+ meson [39] . The decay rate is expected to be the sum of~and c decays plus the EC annihilation process; one of the more interesting experimental questions is whether the~or c-quark decays first. Predictions for the lifetime range from 0.4 to 1.4 ps, depending on whether the decay is c or~dominated [40] . Predictions are given in Ref. 
where T is the Be lifetime and~is the relative detection efficiency. CDF has published limits on the @r+ mode [34] , and has candidates in the semileptonic modes. The important point here is that CDF has a large B+ + +K+ signal in the denominator (cf., Figure 1) , and so the Bc signal should be detectable, depending on T(BC). ALEPH has reported a clean candidate event in the #p+uP final state [42!; as noted earlier, the total yield of B hadron decays to J/#'s at LEP is substantially lower than the Run I CDF yields. Stay tuned!
Lifetime M_easurernents
In 1990 the PDG species-averaged lifetime for B hadrons was 1.18&0.11 ps. (2'Pviolation, including the elusive phase 7 [53] . In the limit of large AI'/I', the B, system would be similar to the KL -KS system; the separability of the two eigenstates by lifetime acts like a flavor tag, and allows one to compare the CP properties in the decay of each eigenstate. In addition, if the difference is large, the relation between AM and AI' can be used to estimate x, for the B.
[53].
Time-Dependent Mixing
Time-dependent measurements of BO~oscillations at LEP, SLD, and CDF have yielded precise values for the mass diference, lAnzdl, between the neutral Bd eigenstates. Eventually, combined with accurate measurements of the mass difference for the B, eigenstates, this information should lead to relatively model-independent determinations of~Wdl/ \Vt.j. The current CDF analyses of Bd-mixing are based on sendeptonic decays, using both the high-p~single lept on and lower-~dilepton trigger samples. In all cases, one of the leptons is combined with other charged particles in the same b jet to measure the decay vertex in the transverse plane and to estimate~7 and the proper decay time. The analyses further split depending on whether the charged particles accompanying the lepton are reconstructed as charmed Do, D+, and D-+ or are treated inclusively. In both cases, the B hadron flavor at decay time is tagged by the decay Iepton. In the reconstructed charm sample, illustrated in Figure 2 , the l?~is identified by its sexnileptonic decay (with a few % cross-talk from charged 13 decays). In the inclusive samples, the 13~time-dependent oscillation must be extracted from backgrounds horn B+, B=, and Ab decays.
The flavor of the B hadron at birth is deduced either from the associated "away-side" tJjet or from the fragmentation products in the "same-side" &jet.
For the dilepton trigger samples, the away-side jet is tagged using the second trigger Iepton. For the inclusive single lepton triggers, both away-side tags, based on soft Ieptons or jet charge, and same-side (SST) tags, based on the fragmentation charge, are used. To date, these combinations have led to five CDF measurements of Amd, which are shown in Figure 5 . These are:
(1) single lepton-plus-charm with SST (~9K events-c.j., Figure 2) (2) single inclusive Iepton with away-side tag on soft lepton or jet charge (-250K events) (3, 4) inclusive lepton from both ep and pp dilepton samples (= 201S events) (5) lepton-plus-charm from dilepton sample (-0.5K events)
The lepton-plus-charm samples are essentially pure B, after sideband subtraction on the mass peaks. The inclusive lepton samples are a3so very pure in B content, after selecting lepton pIus charged particle jets having displaced vertices; the b fractions are estimated using the lifetime distributional the jet mass, and the Iepton~(rel), and are typically of order 90Y0. The time-dependent oscillation is given bỹ -rf
the equations give the relative probabilities for a neutral 13, tagged as a ll"
at birth (t = O) to decay as a BO or a~at time t; Am is the oscillation frequency; and D is the flavor tagging "dilution" (D = 2R -1, where R is the probability y for a right-sign tag). The known variation of D as a fimction of the event variables (for example,~(rel) for lepton tags, or charge sum for jetcharge tags) is input to the maximum likelihood fits for each event. The fits then determine the overall magnitude of D from the amplitude of the mixing oscillation and fb?2d from the phase. If we denote the overall tagging efficiency, including right-and wrong-sign tags, as e, then the statistical accuracy of a sampIe of N signal events corresponds to that of a tagged sample of size N x cD*. From the inclusive lepton analyses, the figure of merit for the different tagging methods, e112, is found to be: The away-side tagging methods (jet-charge and lepton tags) are handicapped by several effects: mixing of the away side jet, which gives an intrinsic Dmi= = 1 -2z; sequential decays for Ieptons; the limited q coverage of the present CDF tracking system; and background tags from gluon jets at small q. The sarneside tags do not suffer from these effects and so yield a higher efficiency. In the CDF SST algorithm, prompt tracks from the b + B fragmentation or from B"" decay [55] are selected, and the parent B hadrons are tagged according to the expected correlations:
13°T+,~z-, 13+m-, and B-x+. AS an example, Figure 6 shows the time dependence of the B +~transition using SST tags;
. ,. 
THE FUTURE
With the main injector, the Tevatron is expected to deliver luminosities of order 2 x 1032, and both the CDF and DO experiments expect an integrated luminosity of 2 fb-l in Run II. To handle the higher luminosities and shorter (396 ns) bunch spacing, the CDF detector is undergoing a major renovation [4] . The silicon vertex-tracking system will be upgraded from the present single-sided 4-laYer device to a double-sided 7-layes system having both X -Y and R -Z readout; the new device will cover 90% of the luminous region in Z, compared with R 60Yc in the Run I device, and will be capable of standalone track reconstruction to q=2. These features should improve the signal-to-noise for B reconstruction and will increase the tagging efficiency for all tagging methods. In addition, the central drift chamber will be replaced, and high-~tracks (p~> 1.5 GeV/c) will be available for the level-l decision.
The trigger itself will be pipelined to accommodate a 50 kHz rate out of level-l; this bandwidth requirement is driven primarily by the all-hadronic 13 trigger. At the second trigger level, drift-chamber tracks . found in level-l will be matched to the silicon vertex-detector hits, allowing ofll.ine-qualit y information on the track impact parameters. Fast processors in leveL2 can then be used to form track-based triggers with secondary-vertex cuts, as well as the tradition lepton-based triggers. The third level trigger, which will perform event reconstruction using the full event readout, will seleet inclusive lepton, dilepton, and~/# samples as in Run 1, and also the all-hadronic triggers needed for studies of CP violation (B" + r+z-) and B, Ir&tig (B. + D; IT+, D; We have already alluded to some of the li? physics goals that can be met with very high statistics lepton and~/~samples in Run H, for example: 
CP Violation
We conclude with a brief discussion of CT violation studies in Run II. The general form for the time evolution for B* decays to CP-eigenstates like #Kã nd T+r-is given by
acP(Bd~f;t) = A$~cos A(?ndt) + A~$ sin A(md],
where the CP-violating asymmetry is deilned by (6) Here, "lil~(t) + f" is the probability for a neutral B, produced as a lil" at t= O, to decay to the C'P-eigenstate f at time t; A& denotes direct CP violation in the decay, while A~$ denotes CP violation due to interference between mixing and decay processes [57] . For the &al state f = *Ks, the first term in Eq. (5) is expected to be small, and the ting induced term A~# is given by the quantity -sin (2P). For the final state f = x+r-, the first.
. . term could be large, depending on penguin contributions; the mixing induced term A~$ is given by -sin (h) plus possible additional contributions from penguin amplitudes.
As with mixing measurements, the observed asymmetry is reduced by the tagging dilution factor D:
a~$ = D x~cp(~d + f; t) (7) Thus, it is necessary to calibrate the dilution accurately.
For the away-side tagging methods, D can be calibrated directly using the high-statistics sample Extrapolating from the observed event yields in Run I, taking into account lower trigger thresholds and better tagging coverage with the upgraded detector, CDF expects to obtain up to 15,000 @Ks events in Run II (2 fb-l), with overall tagging efficiency z 5.4% [4] . A simple time-averaged asymmetry measurement would yield an uncertainty (8) where the ddution factor (1 +~~)/~d = 2.13 arises from time averaging the sin A??Zdt dependence, and s/B is the signal to background. With these input assumptions, J sin (2/3) = 0.09. In practice, it will be necessary to fit the time dependence.
This verifies the sin (Anz~t) dependence expected for A~$ and reduces C5 sin ( 2~); it also improves the effective signal to background, since the combinatorial background from prompt J/@ production occurs at t = O, where the CT asymmetry should vanish.
Assuming a nominal l?R(B~+ x~z-) of 1 x 10-5, the all-hadronic trigger designed for CDF in Run 11 would yieId approximately 10,000 events in this mode [4] . Ignoring A$} , Monte Carlo studies indicate that an error 6 sin (2a) A 0.12 can be achieved, with the same 02 as for #Ks above. Again, it will be necessary to fit the time dependence, and here the penguin-induced cos (Anz~t) oscillations may turn out to be large. In that case, the interpretation of "sin (2cY)" is more complicated; some strategies for this case are discussed in Ref. [59] . In addition to the possible complications from penguin diagrams, backgrounds are expected from B: + K+n-and B: + K+ T-, K+ K-, which overlap the m+ir-mass distribution within N +2u. Neither of these backgrounds would contribute to the sin (Anz~t) oscillation, but they introduce an overall dilution factor in the observed asymmetry [60] . This overall dilution can be determined by measuring the total background fiorn K+n-and K+.K-production using relativistic-rise d13/dz measurements from the , . central drift chamber; this purely statistical separation can be done on the full signal sample before tagging. Since the time-dependence of the CP asymmetry is especially important for B: + m-~-, it is worth noting that the proper time resolution is quite good in this mode due to the large opening angle bet ween the decay pions. With the all-hadronic trigger selections and just the Run I silicon vertex resolution, the average resolution on the decay proper time would be around 6% of the l?: lifetime; this should improve with 3D vertexing in Run II.
CONCLUSION
CDF has shown that it is possible to take advantage of the high B hadron production rates in the central region at the Tevatron, using selected triggers. The very high yields and the mix of 11 hadron flavors make the hadron-collider 13 program complementary to that at e+e-B factories. With the upgraded CDF detector, it should be possibIe to increase the present samples of~/# and Iepton triggers by factors of fifty. CDF also plans to depIoy all hadronic silicon-based triggers foi studies of CP violation and B. mixing. Thus, the CDF collaboration is optimistic that after ten years of experience doing B physics at the Tevatron, the best is still yet to come.
